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1. what Jeremy said

2. the quick and dirty method

or, how to square-add errors via the Multiple Imputation 
Combining Rule

3. the theoretically completely general way to 
incorporate calibration uncertainty into 
spectral analysis

4. Theory vs Practice

the AREF file specification



The Multiple Imputation 
Combining Rule





The Multiple Imputation 
Combining Rule

‣ Analyze a dataset using N separate cal products

‣ Derive parameters and errors θi±σi

‣ Compute 

‣ S = mean of σi2 

‣ V = variance of θi

‣ Compute total variance,

 Σ = S + (1+1/N)*V



But..

‣ assumes that 

- errors are symmetrical

- error distributions are Gaussian

- all fits are “good” fits

- all replications are equally weighted

‣ “1sigma” is not necessarily a 68% interval



MCMC based fitting

• Usual MCMC based fitting

• construct a random chain of parameter values by 
intelligently directing the exploration of the 
parameter space

• new parameter values are kept or discarded after 
comparing to most recent

• the wrinkle

• randomly vary the cal product at each iteration step



DATA CALIBRATION

Draw parameters

Update parameters

Compute likelihood



DATA CALIBRATION

Draw parameters

Compute likelihood

Draw effective areas

Update parameters









the good, the bad, and the ugly

✓ the compleat solution
fast
robust to fluctuations in data
can even work in reverse to select best cal product

✴ requires MCMC
convergence not guaranteed
cannot be used as a black box

➡where you gonna get the random cal product from?



A = A0 + bias + components + residual



A = A0 + bias + components + residual

store in same
format as A0

e.g.,
SPECRESP



A = A0 + bias + components + residual

store in same
format as A0

case specific
secondary FITS extension

e.g.,
SPECRESP

e.g.,
SAMPLE

PCA1DADD
PCA1DMUL

POLY1D
SPL1DMUL
MULTSCAL



this is where you come in

‣ AREF

like ARF, on steroids

‣ basic assumption is that the calibration may be time and 
location dependent, but the uncertainty on it is not

make once and store

‣ support for a wide range of encoding

PCA, splines, samples, etc.







coming soon to a console near you

pyBLoCXS
(not just for cal)

load_arf()

RMFs,PSFs,ATOMDB



bottom line

there is a way
to include calibration uncertainty

in astrophysical data analysis
in a flexible way

for any instrument, mission, or detector.


